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Executive Summary

For the past two legislative sessions, the Texas Legislature has explored the repeal of no-fault divorce in the state. This paper explains why such action would be detrimental to the more than five million survivors of domestic violence in Texas. Briefly stated, requiring proof of fault in order to obtain a divorce imposes financial burdens that trap victims in abusive relationships and increases the risk of harm and lethality.

The economic impacts of repealing unilateral no-fault divorce will adversely affect not only victims of domestic violence but also the State of Texas itself. By its nature, fault-based divorce is significantly more expensive than no-fault divorce. The high costs associated with proving a fault ground will become a barrier to divorce for survivors of domestic violence, particularly the 94 to 99 percent of victims who experience economic abuse along with physical violence and therefore lack access to financial resources. Furthermore, the under-resourced family court system will face mounting burdens as fault-based divorces alleging domestic violence are more likely to be contested. These contested fault-based divorces not only clog the dockets of judges but also impose significant demands on court personnel who must guide and advise pro se litigants (who comprise the majority of litigants in family court) through complex divorce proceedings. Lastly, if fault-based divorce is cost-prohibitive for survivors and they are trapped in abusive relationships, the costs of domestic violence to the State of Texas – such as medical and mental healthcare and shelter stays – will increase as well.

Finally, the repeal of no-fault divorce will also increase the risk of lethality and psychological harm to domestic violence victims and their loved ones. In 2016, 40 percent of women murdered in Texas were attempting to leave their relationships. The data suggest that in a fault-only system, a victim may be deterred or prevented from getting a divorce, forcing her to remain in an abusive relationship due to a fear of retaliation coupled with the lack of sufficient evidence necessary to prove fault. Furthermore, the requirements of the fault-based system re-victimize survivors of domestic violence by compelling them to re-live their traumatic experiences in the courtroom and allowing their abuser to use the justice system to perpetuate a cycle of power and control. Finally, a fault-based regime that prevents women from escaping abuse also traps their children in hostile environments where they may be subjected to physical violence or develop health and behavioral issues due to the stress of living in an abusive home.

In consideration of the significant hardships to both victims of domestic abuse and the State of Texas that would result from a repeal of no-fault divorce, any bills proposing repeal should not be enacted into law.

Requiring proof of fault in order to obtain a divorce imposes financial burdens that trap victims in abusive relationships and increases the risk of harm and lethality.
Introduction

The repeal of no-fault divorce in Texas would have a detrimental impact on survivors of domestic violence. As this White Paper will explain, requiring proof of fault in order to obtain a divorce would trap victims in abusive relationships because of financial barriers and the increased risk of harm and lethality. Section I provides an introduction to domestic violence, explaining its prevalence, reasons for underreporting, and the power and control dynamics that underlie intimate partner abuse. Section II addresses the adverse financial impact of repealing unilateral no-fault divorce on victims, the court system, and the State. Section III focuses on how a fault-based system would increase the risk of physical and psychological harm to domestic violence victims and their loved ones.

I. AN OVERVIEW OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

A. Domestic violence is an epidemic impacting women across Texas.

Domestic violence is costing the lives of Texas women. In 2015, nearly half of all female homicide victims in the state were killed by their male intimate partner.5 Across the nation, women are most often killed by their intimate partner or a family member;6 in fact, women are 16 times more likely to be killed by a male acquaintance than a male stranger.7 In 2015, across 53 Texas counties, 158 women were killed by a male intimate partner.8

The number of reported fatalities is deceptively low, as it does not reflect the collateral casualties of children, family members, friends, and others who were also killed by the abuser in his continuing quest for power and control over his victim. In 2013, in Dallas County, there was a secondary victim killed for roughly every three direct victims of intimate partner violence.9

Intimate partner homicides have been steadily rising in recent years, with a 20 percent increase reported between 2014 and 2015, marking the highest rate of increase on record.10 Every 2.3 days in Texas during 2015, a man killed his current or former female intimate partner.11 Even if the pattern of increasing rates ceases and the rate remains constant, that would equate to more than 60 Texas women losing their lives at the hands of their intimate partners during the course of the 86th Regular Session.

Intimate partner violence is devastating even if it does not have lethal consequences. One in three Texas women will experience domestic violence.12

Every 2.3 days in Texas during 2015, a man killed his current or former female intimate partner.11

at some point in her lifetime, totaling more than five million Texans.13 With nearly 200,000 total incidents reported in 2015 – up roughly five percent from 2014 – Texas law enforcement officers responded to an average of more than 500 incidents of family violence every single day.14

Domestic violence can impact anyone, regardless
of age, gender, race, socioeconomic status, or location. Although this paper uses female pronouns to describe the victims of domestic violence and male pronouns to describe the abusers, women can be perpetrators and domestic violence can occur in same-sex relationships as well as in opposite-sex relationships.

Domestic violence happens at all stages of life. In Texas in 2015, intimate partner murder victims’ ages ranged from 16 to 93. While the majority of the victims were under 45, there has recently been a notable increase in the number of elderly victims, those over the age of 70. The 53 counties across Texas that saw intimate partner homicides included the most populous counties, like Dallas and Harris, as well as small or rural counties. While all socioeconomic classes face domestic violence, women living in poverty experience higher rates of abuse.

Although domestic violence also occurs at all stages of a relationship, women whose divorces are finalized are the least likely to be killed by their intimate partner. Texas wives experienced the most violence in 2015, followed by girlfriends, ex-girlfriends, and finally ex-wives. In 2015, 37 percent of the women killed by their intimate partners had ended or taken steps to end their relationships; 19 of these women were leaving or separated from their husbands when they were killed compared to five who had finalized divorces. A victim’s ability to get through the divorce process in the most expeditious way possible may therefore increase her chances of survival.

**B. Reported cases only tell part of the story.**

Nearly half of all incidents of domestic violence are not reported to the police. High levels of reporting are aspirational but ultimately unrealistic. A 2002 statewide poll by the Texas Council on Family Violence concluded that even though 75 percent of Texans reported that they would be “likely to call the police if they were to experience some form of domestic violence” only 20.3 percent indicated that they did in fact “call the police when they or a family member experienced domestic violence.”

Numerous and varied reasons exist for under-reporting. A 2014 study by the Bureau of Justice Statistics revealed that the number one reason victims do not report domestic violence to the police is a “fear of reprisal or getting offender in trouble.” An abuser may threaten violence to discourage calls to law enforcement, leaving his victim to weigh the risk of reporting against that of increased violence or exacerbating an already volatile situation. A significant number of victims expressed reluctance to involve the state in what they considered to be a “personal matter.” Others cited a view that police either would not or could not help. In fact, 61.5
percent of victims of physical assault did not think that the police would have believed them and nearly all assumed that the police could not do anything about their victimization. The stories and statistics above thus support a finding that many women who experience domestic violence “do not consider the justice system a viable or appropriate intervention at the time of their victimization.”

C. Abusers’ need for power and control perpetuates the cycle of violence and escalates the danger of leaving an abusive relationship.

Domestic violence is about the abuser’s need to exercise power and control over his victim by whatever means necessary. Although public conception of domestic abuse often involves physical or sexual violence, abusers frequently utilize non-violent behaviors such as intimidation, emotional abuse, isolation, minimizing, denying, blaming, using children, economic abuse, male privilege, coercion, or threats to control their partners. Even the legal system can be a significant tool of abuse. In interviews conducted with Texas family law attorneys who represent domestic violence victims, each attorney recounted numerous stories about clients whose abusers used the court system as a way of perpetuating the cycle of abuse. These attorneys told of abusers who otherwise did not have access to their former partners filing motion after motion in court, exhausting the victim’s resources and time and forcing their victims to face them repeatedly in court. Leaving or trying to leave the relationship does not always end abuse; in fact, attempted separation can often intensify the danger. When an abuser feels he is losing control over his victim, he may escalate harassing, threatening, or stalking behaviors in an attempt to reassert control. While some protections exist, the reality is that ending an abusive relationship is an extremely dangerous and traumatic process, and any barrier that complicates leaving increases the risk of violence. The faster the uncoupling, the safer the victim, therefore the legislation that has been filed the past two sessions that would extend the waiting period for divorce from 60 to 180 days would further increase this risk of violence. Under current law, a person can avoid the 60 day waiting period if there is a finding of family violence, but there is no such finding for the large numbers who are at risk but do not report the violence.

II. THE ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF REPEALING UNILATERAL NO-FAULT DIVORCE WILL ADVERSELY AFFECT BOTH VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND THE STATE OF TEXAS.

The significant financial expense required to prove fault is a potential barrier to divorce for many victims of domestic violence and a burden on the State’s already under-resourced court system. As the law currently stands, survivors of domestic violence can avoid often prohibitive costs by seeking a no-fault divorce where divorce is granted due to insupportability of the marriage rather
than wrongdoing by either party. The proposal to eliminate the unilateral no-fault ground would remove the only financially feasible option for most abused spouses. By decreasing access to divorce for victims of domestic violence, repealing unilateral no-fault divorce perpetuates and exacerbates the costly problem of domestic violence.

A. The high costs associated with proving fault will become a barrier to divorce for the economically dependent spouse, who is almost always the abused spouse.

Fault-based divorce is expensive, significantly more so than no-fault divorce. Simply put, the more issues that are contested in a divorce proceeding, the higher the cost of divorce. Since a fault-based divorce, especially one alleging the cruelty ground, will almost always be contested, legal fees and litigation expenses will be higher than in a no-fault divorce process. Almost all family law attorneys bill on an hourly basis, so the additional time required for a fault-based divorce will result in higher attorney fees. Beyond attorneys’ fees, the need to prove fault generates other expenses such as hiring a private investigator, reviewing bank accounts, hiring forensic accountants, paying for psychiatric evaluations, drug testing, and deposing the spouse and other witnesses.

The financial costs of fault-based divorce will have a disproportionately adverse impact on survivors of domestic violence because abused spouses often do not have access to or control over household finances. In fact, 94 to 99 percent of victims of physical domestic violence are also victims of economic abuse. Victims are often unable to leave an abuser, or return to an abuser they have previously left, because of economic dependency. Therefore, a legal system where the only option is an expensive fault-based divorce creates a financial barrier to divorce for the vast majority of victims of domestic violence.

Although some free legal services exist to assist low-income litigants, these services are limited and difficult to access. Due to insufficient resources, legal aid organizations that provide free legal representation to survivors of domestic violence can only assist 10 percent of low-income Texans. A victim of domestic violence may also be ineligible for free legal services because of her immigration status or because her annual household income is above 125 percent of the federal poverty line, which was a mere $25,200 for a household of three in 2016.
In other words, a victim with two children and an annual household income of $26,000 is deemed too “rich” to qualify for free legal services, but her income is unquestionably too low to cover the expenses of fault-based divorce, especially if she does not have access to the household income.

Moreover, although free legal service providers or pro bono attorneys can waive attorney’s fees, as mentioned above, many other litigation expenses are incurred in a fault-based divorce proceeding. If neither the client nor a victims’ advocacy agency can cover these expenses, the case will proceed without this evidence, weakening it and placing more reliance on difficult and subjective oral testimony. Legal Aid attorneys report that it is very common to be forced to proceed without evidence from a private investigator or other tests and searches because these costs cannot be covered by the client, an agency, or Legal Aid.41 In fact, one Legal Aid office recalls being able to hire a private investigator for only one case in its 50-year history, despite having many cases that would have benefited from such a resource had it been financially feasible.42 Thus, due to financial constraints, victims of domestic violence are at a significant disadvantage in fault-based divorce litigation.

B. Most fault-based divorces alleging domestic violence will be contested, which will burden the already under-resourced family court system.

A divorce proceeding alleging domestic violence will almost always be a contested divorce.43 This is especially true when a finding of domestic violence could adversely impact an abuser’s child custody claims, immigration status, or require him to surrender his gun(s).44 Contested fault-based divorces involve more hearings in family court, which fills up the dockets of judges and consumes court resources, including court reporters, interpreters, and other staff.

Texas family courts are already over-burdened. In Dallas County, for instance, trial dates for divorce litigants are currently being scheduled approximately six months from the pre-trial hearing.45 An increase in fault-based divorce would cause the family court system to become even more backlogged, which impacts not only victims of domestic violence but any party interacting with the family court system, including parties pursuing divorce based on agreed insupportability or another ground.

The burden on the court system from contested divorces is of particular concern for family courts, where the majority of litigants are pro se.46 In Tarrant County, for instance, 68 percent of litigants in the district’s six family courts proceed without an attorney.47 Even in a system allowing for no-fault divorce, pro se litigants in Texas are often accused of violating the law.
of “clogging up the system.” Judges must walk unrepresented litigants through the process, correct forms and petitions, and provide alternative court dates for missed hearings. If all pro se litigants were required to pursue a contested fault-based divorce, involving complex legal arguments and sophisticated presentation of evidence, the family court system would become even more burdened and hearings increasingly delayed.

Delays in adjudication of legal claims place victims of domestic violence in danger by forcing them to remain in contested litigation (which is one of the most dangerous times for victims of domestic violence) for a longer period of time. Moreover, low-income victims will be acutely affected by repealing no-fault divorce, as this population is more likely to experience abuse and more likely to be self-represented, but less likely to have the education and experience to successfully pursue pro se litigation.

C. A fault-based divorce system traps victims in abusive relationships, thereby increasing the costs of domestic violence to the State of Texas.

By repealing the method of divorce that is the safest and most financially accessible option for victims of domestic abuse, the proposed legislation traps victims in abusive relationships, which in turn increases the costs of domestic violence to the State of Texas.

The costs of intimate partner violence in the U.S. are staggering, estimated at between $5.8 billion and $12.6 billion annually. These expenditures include medical and mental health care expenses; resources for police, courts, shelters, and foster care; and costs related to absenteeism and non-productivity. For example, victims of domestic violence lose an average of 8 million work days per year (the equivalent of over 32,000 full time jobs), costing employers an estimated $100 million annually.

Texas already does not have sufficient resources to address the epidemic of domestic violence. In 2015 alone, 15,869 requests for shelter from domestic violence were declined due to lack of space. Domestic violence also accounts for significant financial and safety concerns in the State, as evidenced by the 206 Texas law enforcement officers who were assaulted while responding to domestic violence calls in 2015. Repealing unilateral no-fault divorce only exacerbates these problems by making it more difficult and dangerous for a victim of domestic violence to leave the relationship.

A system that facilitates the continuation of domestic violence also carries the costs of domestic violence into the next generation. Children who witness domestic violence are more likely to become abusers or victims of domestic violence as adults. Boys who witness domestic violence are twice as likely to be abusive towards their own partners and children in adulthood, and one in two girls who grow up in an abusive home will be abused in their adult relationships. Therefore, the financial costs of domestic violence to society are perpetuated from one generation to the next when children are trapped in abusive relationships along with their mothers.
III. THE ELIMINATION OF NO-FAULT DIVORCE WILL INCREASE THE RISK OF PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL HARM TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE VICTIMS AND THEIR LOVED ONES.

No-fault divorce provides a victim of domestic violence with the opportunity to more easily regain control of her life and escape her abuser; this empowerment stands in stark contrast to fault-based divorce, which mandates fighting by requiring one party to place blame on the other. The elimination of no-fault divorce will therefore increase the risk of physical harm to domestic violence victims and their loved ones, trap victims in abusive relationships, and lead to re-victimization. Fault-based divorce also negatively impacts the children in an abusive household, affecting their physical and mental health and normalizing domestic violence for these children.

A. A fault-based system will increase the risk of lethality for domestic violence victims and their loved ones.

As previously discussed, the risk of harm to a survivor of domestic violence increases when she separates, or attempts to separate, from her abuser. In fact, 37 percent of Texas women killed in 2015 had made attempts to end their relationship or were killed in the process of leaving. A victim is 3.6 times more likely to be killed in the time immediately following separation because the abuser is enraged and incited by his perceived loss of power and control over her. In a fault-based system, the victim must prove the cruelty she has faced; in doing so, she is forced to place blame on her abuser. Such kind of an adversarial system would enrage abusers further and increase the risk of physical harm to the victim who the legal system would require to challenge the abuser’s sense of control. An abuser will want to take back the lost power and control by any means necessary, including using potentially lethal physical force.

A fault-based divorce also increases interaction between an abuser and his victim, creating more opportunities for the abuser to assert control over, or inflict physical harm upon, her. For example, a family law attorney interviewed for this White Paper shared a story in which an abusive husband constantly asked for the divorce case to be re-scheduled because it was the only way he could maintain contact with and control over his victim. In another tragic example, in 2016, a husband shot his wife at a busy intersection in Tarrant County following a mediation session for their impending divorce. The wife had filed a protective order, hired personal security, and even stayed at various hotels to elude her abusive husband. Yet, when she had to face him at mediation, he took advantage of the situation and killed her.

---

A fault-based system, which mandates blame-placing and finger-pointing, would lead to heightened anger and volatility, thus increasing the likelihood of violent incidents.
The risk of physical harm to the victim’s loved ones also increases under a fault-based system. For example, in September 2017, a Plano man shot his estranged wife and seven other individuals, including some of his own friends, in a rampage that was linked to domestic abuse. His crime occurred on the eve of what would have been the couple’s sixth anniversary and appeared to have been fueled by anger and isolation following their breakup.65 A fault-based system, which mandates blame-placing and finger-pointing, would lead to heightened anger and volatility, thus increasing the likelihood of such violent incidents.

B. A fault-based system deters victims from divorce due to the fear of retaliation and traps them in abusive relationships because of the lack of sufficient evidence.

The adversarial nature of fault-based divorce would also deter victims from pursuing divorce in the first place. By requiring victims to prove that they have experienced abuse, the fault-based system creates “an arena for couples to portray one another in as negative a light as possible.”66 Hostility would necessarily thrive in such a situation.67 A survivor of domestic violence would likely remain in an abusive relationship rather than provoke the animosity of her abuser or face his retaliation.68 Conversations with Legal Aid attorneys in the Dallas area and the experiences of the Hunter Center’s own clients demonstrate that many victims of domestic violence, who could technically plead cruelty and have the evidence to make a successful claim, prefer no-fault divorce to avoid antagonizing the abuser.

As described in detail in Section II above, expenses unique to fault-based divorce, such as the inability to retain counsel or pay for necessary expenses, create barriers that prevent a victim from collecting the evidence she needs to obtain a divorce. In addition, the low reporting rates of domestic violence mean that a victim may not have sufficient documentation of abuse to prove fault, as explained in Section I. These barriers, created by a fault-based system, may deter a victim from pursuing a divorce or lead to the denial of her request altogether.69

C. Survivors of domestic violence will be re-victimized when trying to prove fault.

In most fault-based divorces, a survivor’s testimony is essential; the case cannot proceed without it.70 The only way to prove that abuse occurred may be to hear the survivor describe it, especially because (as explained in Section I) survivors often do not report the violence they have suffered to law enforcement. If a victim does not testify, due to fear of retaliation or re-victimization, she would not be able to prove the abuse required in a fault-based system and would not be granted the divorce she needs to permanently separate from her abuser.

Under a no-fault system, victims would not have to testify to abuse and as such would not be forced to re-live their traumatic experiences in the courtroom. Conversely, the fault-based system necessitates the re-victimization of domestic violence survivors by requiring them to publically recount the violence they have suffered, often in excruciating detail. Yet,
A fault-based system thus increases the likelihood of the child being negatively affected, for when a victim is unable to leave an abusive home she is unable to protect her children from the abuser and both the long- and short-term harm he may cause them.

Trauma may prevent survivors from testifying to the violence they endured. For example, when a survivor in Dallas took the stand in the presence of her abuser, she blacked out and could not describe her abuse.71

A survivor who is asked to prove spousal abuse oftentimes “experiences guilt, fear, and uncertainty” which could prevent her from being able to adequately testify to all the facts needed to obtain a fault-based divorce.72 Furthermore, research has shown that in as many as half of all cases, the survivor is afraid of retaliation from the abuser and in 30 percent of the cases the batterer has actually assaulted their victim in the time between case filing and the trial date.73 In such cases, fear of retaliation would deter the survivor from testifying fully about the history of abuse.

Even if the survivor was to testify, in most cases, she would have to face the abuser and answer all of his questions challenging her account of the cruelty and violence she endured. In 2016, 71,300 family law cases in Texas had a pro-se petitioner.74 This means that a significant number of survivors have to face their abusers, who are permitted to question and cross-examine them, directly in court. A fault-based system would therefore increase survivors’ fear of testifying and deter them from pursuing divorce, as the abuser would have direct access to re-victimize a survivor, especially during cross-examination.

D. A fault-based system will trap children in hostile environments, increasing their risk of physical and psychological harm.

Domestic violence has a negative impact on children. The Department of Justice reports that “nearly one in four intimate partner violence cases involves a child witness.”75 Living in a violent home is damaging to a child’s mental and physical state. A national survey revealed that 50 percent of men who frequently assaulted their wives also regularly abused their children.76 Even where children are not abused themselves, but instead live in a household where their mother is abused, the children are more likely
to have behavioral problems than other children.\textsuperscript{77} A study showed that children had strong physical reactions such as stomach ulcers and chronic vomiting due to the hostile home environment created by domestic violence.\textsuperscript{78} The same study also revealed that 50 percent of children found the pre-divorce stage to be the most stressful stage of the divorce process.\textsuperscript{79} Additionally, children’s cognitive skills suffer when they remain in homes with domestic violence. Studies have shown that such hostile environments have negative impacts on a child’s school performance, basic skills, and verbal skills.\textsuperscript{80} Children experiencing abuse at home tend to be more aggressive, antisocial, and show lower social competency to other children.\textsuperscript{81} They have also been found to show more anxiety, depression, anger, temperamental problems, and lower self-esteem.\textsuperscript{82} The elimination of no-fault divorce would only exacerbate these detrimental impacts on children. As explained above, fault-based divorce may trap a woman in an abusive relationship. When this occurs, the children are also trapped in the hostile home environment. A fault-based system thus increases the likelihood of the child being negatively affected, for when a victim is unable to leave an abusive home she is unable to protect her children from the abuser and both the long- and short-term harm he may cause them.

**Conclusion**

Eliminating no-fault divorce would cause significant hardships to both victims of domestic abuse and the State of Texas. Taking the Texas family law system back half a century to an entirely fault-based system would perpetuate family violence by placing power and control back into the hands of abusers. To ensure the safety and well-being of domestic violence victims, including mitigating adverse economic impacts and the increased risks of both physical and mental harm, the current no-fault system should remain in place.

\textit{Taking the Texas family law system back half a century to an entirely fault-based system would perpetuate family violence by placing power and control back into the hands of abusers.}
Appendix A

POWER AND CONTROL

**VIOLENCE**

**PHYSICAL VIOLENCE**

**COERCION AND THREATS:**
Making and/or carrying out threats to do something to hurt her. Threatening to leave her, commit suicide, or report her to welfare. Making her drop charges. Making her do illegal things.

**INTIMIDATION:**

**EMOTIONAL ABUSE:**

**ISOLATION:**
Controlling what she does, who she sees and talks to, what she reads, and where she goes. Limiting her outside involvement. Using jealousy to justify actions.

**MINIMIZING, DENYING, AND BLAMING:**
Making light of the abuse and not taking her concerns about it seriously. Saying the abuse didn’t happen. Shifting responsibility for abusive behavior. Saying she caused it.

**USING CHILDREN:**
Making her feel guilty about the children. Using the children to relay messages. Using visitation to harass her. Threatening to take the children away.

**MALE PRIVILEGE:**
Treating her like a servant: making all the big decisions, acting like the “master of the castle,” being the one to define men’s and women’s roles.

**ECONOMIC ABUSE:**
Preventing her from getting or keeping a job. Making her ask for money. Giving her an allowance. Taking her money. Not letting her know about or have access to family income.

**INTIMIDATION:**

**EMOTIONAL ABUSE:**

**ISOLATION:**
Controlling what she does, who she sees and talks to, what she reads, and where she goes. Limiting her outside involvement. Using jealousy to justify actions.

**MINIMIZING, DENYING, AND BLAMING:**
Making light of the abuse and not taking her concerns about it seriously. Saying the abuse didn’t happen. Shifting responsibility for abusive behavior. Saying she caused it.

**USING CHILDREN:**
Making her feel guilty about the children. Using the children to relay messages. Using visitation to harass her. Threatening to take the children away.

**MALE PRIVILEGE:**
Treating her like a servant: making all the big decisions, acting like the “master of the castle,” being the one to define men’s and women’s roles.

**ECONOMIC ABUSE:**
Preventing her from getting or keeping a job. Making her ask for money. Giving her an allowance. Taking her money. Not letting her know about or have access to family income.
Domestic violence, or intimate partner violence, is not limited to current spouses and partners but also includes former spouses and partners. It is physical, sexual, emotional, economic, or psychological abuse. An isolated incident is insufficient, there must be a pattern of the abusive behavior whether it is physical, sexual, emotional, economic, or psychological abuse. Domestic violence, or intimate partner violence, is not limited to current spouses and partners but also includes former spouses and partners. Learn the Facts, supra note 2.
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